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Dear Members of the Committee,
I would like to make a submission to the Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria.
I have lived in Melbourne all of my 73 years. I have travelled extensively across Australia and around
the world- and have explored much of our beautiful state of Victoria - camping, bushwalking,
paddling our rivers and taking every opportunity available to engage with nature- in the bushland
and forests, on the plains, atop our mountain ranges and along our glorious coastline. It never
ceases to amaze me that we have almost all that the rest of the world can offer – and more in our
relatively small state. What also never ceases to amaze me is that we seem to be hell bent on
destroying it without conscience or mindful consideration.
Victoria has such natural beauty – granting opportunities for all who live here or visit from elsewhere
to experience the joy, peace and life-giving wonder of all these regions. Our truly unique flora and
fauna should be treasured not only for those of us who live here- but for the whole world that is
becoming more and more ravaged over time.
So what is my/our problem?
My problem is that this natural, precious gift is disappearing- brutalised by the calls of a world that
demands an easy fix powered by profit and those of sometimes inappropriate influence. I have
lived long enough to witness the steady and relentless assault on the irreplaceable natural treasures
of our state. Once upon a time, on every venture into nature in Victoria I could be sure of sighting
numerous examples of the wonders of our heritage. This sadly is no longer the case. Those times
rest in the realm of fairy tales. To see a koala, a lyrebird, a platypus, a hooded orchid and so many
other endangered species in the wild is now a rarity. I am truly afraid for my grandchildren and for all
future generations. I take my family walking and camping regularly- but it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find undisturbed natural wonders of our once unique environment.

To live in communion with nature should not be a privilege- but a right - and above all- the
responsibility of each and all.

Victoria has the highest number of threatened species by subregion in Australia. Native vegetation
continues to be lost and our wetlands are dramatically declined and those that remain are in
trouble.
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Some (but far from all) of the key drivers of ecosystem decline in Victoria are:






native forest logging
habitat fragmentation – caused by land clearing and increased grazing and cropping
pressures
inappropriate fire regimes
uncontrolled feral animals and plants
unfulfilled promises by successive governments in relation to threatened species laws,
critically endangered grasslands, failure to develop further National Parks to protect
endangered localities and inadequate eco-system management

How can this sad situation be remedied?
1. The Victorian state government’s commitment to a 2030 industry transition must be
brought forward. Two immediate priorities are protection of unburnt Greater Glider habitat,
and a continued moratorium on logging in East Gippsland.
2. There are opportunities for the state government to protect forests for all Victorians to
enjoy now and into the future. Two community led initiatives are the proposed Great Forest
National Park and Emerald Link conservation economy proposal.
3. The state government must urgently implement and properly resource Action Statements
(plans for recovery) for all threatened plants and wildlife. Victoria’s plants and wildlife are at
risk, with over 2000 recognised as threatened with extinction however only 15% have Action
Statements.
4. Victoria needs a new, independent, well resourced, independent conservation regulator to
police deforestation and other destructive industries.
5. The rights and interests of Traditional Custodians should be recognised in all aspects of land
and water management, as well as decision-making in relation to their traditional lands,
including traditional management practices such as cultural fire.
It is imperative that we (all stakeholders) pay attention to the frightening ecosystem decline in
Victoria.
Let Victoria be an example of excellent environmental practice not only to Australia- but to the
rest of the world.
Thank you for your consideration of my submission, and I invite any further discussion via email at
Sincerely yours,
Jeannie Suttie
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